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The Esperanto language was created in the 1870s to foster harmony among people from different
countries. It never caught on. 
Another language created to help with international communication is Yiddish - mixing German,
Hebrew, Russian and Romance languages -written in Hebrew letters. Dating back 1,000 years,
Jewish merchants used it in business across Europe. Millions of Yiddish-speakers died in WW II. 
Not many people today can speak Yiddish, but millions use Yiddish words daily-even you, often
unaware. 
Yiddish words crept into English because they're often more colorful alternatives to everyday words
rooted in Anglo-Saxon or French. One Yiddish word can replace several English words, painting a
punchier picture. ("We have a problem with our software" vs. "I found a glitch.")
In the 1970s, a breadmaker's ads said, "You don't have to be Jewish to love Levy's Jewish Rye."
(That slogan writer died in January at age 91. She wasn't Jewish.) You don't have to be Jewish to
use Yiddish words.
Here are 18 of my favorite Yiddish words. Used wisely, they'll make your writing and conversations
more colorful:
* Chutzpah: extreme arrogance or nerve (not a compliment); 
* Copacetic: all is in order (in Hebrew it's 'kol b'seder'); 
* Glitch: problem/error;
* Kibbitz: giving unwanted advice (accent on first syllable; don't confuse with a village in Israel-a
kibbutz, emphasis on 2nd syllable);
* Klutz: awkward person;
* Kvetch: chronic complainer;
* Maven: expert (often used sarcastically);
* Mazel tov: "Congratulations" or "It's about time" (sarcastic);
* Mensch: honorable, decent person;
* Nosh: light snack (noun/verb: "Have a nosh" or "Stop noshing");
* Shlep: carry something; 
* Shlemiel: clumsy person;
* Shmaltzy: sentimental, corny;
* Shmooze: engage in small talk; 
* Shmuck: fool/jerk;
* Spiel: long sales pitch;
* Shtick: routine or gimmick; and
* Yente: busybody or gossip (pronounced yen-teh).
(Homework: Use a few in conversations. You'll kvell - be proud of yourself.)



The Yiddish Book Center in Amherst, Mass. has over one million volumes, many of which have
been translated into English. Maybe some forgotten Yiddish words will find their way into English!
Need new ways to make your marketing more colorful? Talk to me!
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